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Study abroad
axed for fall
Pilot program
to Belgium
too expensive
By TRAVIS SPENCER
Editor in chief
The Honors Study Abroad pilot
program to Belgium has been
canceled for fall semester of 1997
because costs were higher than
anticipated, said Vice President
for Academic Affairs Terry
Weidner.
" It became too expensive," he
said. "The costs just grew more
than anticipated. The pilot
program was an experiment, and
the first generation was not too
successful."
Herbert Lasky, director of the
honors program ; and James K.
Johnson , chair of the Honors
Study Abroad , said in a letter
dated Feb. 10 that " unforeseen
complications" have postponed
the program to another date.
"Rather than begin before we
are ready, it has been decided,
with the agreement of the
president and provost, to take
more time to work out the myriad
details necessary to make the
Honors Study Abroad program a
success," the letter stated.
Weidner, who is acting provost,
said the program costs were more
than double the anticipated cost.
"It was a lot more," he said. "It
was like three times more than we

anticipated. We ' re not talking
$35,000 or $40,000 more, it was a
lot more."
Actual costs for the program
were not available Monday.
Lasky is in Belgium until Feb.
19 and was unavailable for
comment Monday. Johnson
declined to comment Monday.
President David Jorns said
Monday the program may be
relocated to Paris in the future.
" We have a specialist coming in
March to look at it," he said.
" Since we are changing the
venue from Belgium to Paris, this
will take more time ," he said.
"We don 't want to inconvenience
anyone . It would have been
inconvenient if we set it up when
(students) had already made
residence hall plans."
Weidner also said students
won ' t
be
academically
inconvenienced because courses
have not been scheduled yet for
fall 1997.
In the letter, Johnson and
Lasky said they regret any
inconvenience the program
cancellation had caused.
" ... in our view, it is far better
to withdraw the experimental
semester now before our students
make any commitments for next
year than after the fact," the letter
stated.
Christian Schiavone, who was
an applicant for the program, said
the
postponement
is
disappointing.
"I'm all right," he said. "I was

ANNA BETZELBERGER!Staff photographer
Scott Cisek, a senior speech communication major, works at WEIU-FM radio station on Monday
afternoon.

Option may be added to curriculum
By SCOTT BOEHMER
Can1pus editor
Several members of the journalism and speech
communication departments have begun looking
into the possibility of adding an option in
electronic communication and journalism to
Eastern's curriculum.
The change would create an option or minor
for students interested in going into broadcast
journalism, said Journalism Department Chair
Les Hyder. Curr-ently those students take a mix of
journalism and speech department courses, he
added.
"(We are) trying to identify the courses to give

See STUDY page 2

them a foundation of skills and a knowledge base
they would need to be successful," Hyder said,
adding the change should add consistency to the
list of classes students interested in broadcasting
should take.
Despite the change, Speech Depattment Chair
John Bock said only two new classes are planned.
A report on the proposed changes was sent by
Hyder, Bock and John Beabout, the director of
Eastern's radio and television center and general
manager of WEIU- TV, to Vice President for
Academic Affairs Terry Weidner.
Weidner said the report did not specify where
funding for the changes would come from ,
See ADD page 2

Eastern looks to add ninth sorority
By SCOTT BOEHMER
Campus editor

ANNA BETZELBERGER/Staff photographer

Slam it
Ryan Beth, a freshman undecided major, plays
racquetball in the Recreation Center Monday.

Eastern ' s Panhellenic Council
Wednesday will consider whether to
put out a request to add a ninth sorority
to campus.
The Panhellenic Council will meet
at 5:30 p.m. in the Arcola/Tuscola
Room of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
Courtney Stone, the president of
Panhellenic Council, said Wednesday's
vote will be used to determine if
members of Eastern's sororities believe
a new sorority should be added.
She said the council is looking at
adding a sorority because of an
increase in the number of women who
are allowed to join a sorority during
fall rush. The number of women who
have decided to rush has increased
from 39 to 50 in the past two years,
and prompted the national Panhellenic
Council to contact Eastern about
adding a sorority, Stone said.

' ' Speaking on behalf of (Panhellenic Council), I'd like to see the
extension. It's needed."
• Courtney Stone,
president of Panhellenic Council
" (The high rush numbers are)
always a concern ," said assistant
director of student life and greek
affairs Rebecca Marushak. "I think that
50 women in a pledge class is a lot to
educate."
Stone said no national sororities
have approached Eastern recently to be
added to the greek system. Phi Sigma
Sigma was the last sorority to be added
to the campus in 1986.
" Speaking on behalf of (Panhellenic
Council), I' d like to see the extension.
It's needed," Stone said, adding both
the university and national Panhellenic
Council have indicated they support
adding a sorority.
E astern ' s greek system currently
consists of eight social sororities and

11 social fraternities.
Marushak said if Panhellenic
Council approves the measure, the
council will form a committee to send
a letter to the 18 national sororities not
at Eastern to inform them of the
opening.
The Panhellenic Council will invite
three of the sororities that respond to
the invitation to make a presentation to
Eastern before making their final recommendation. That recommendation
would be sent to Vice President for
Student Affairs Lou Hencken for his
approval.
Stone and Marushak said if the
invitation for a new sorority is given,
they expect national sororities would
take an interest in it.
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O.J. owes $25 million for punitive damages
~A p

SANTA MONICA, Calif. (AP)
- A jmy Monday heaped $25 million in punitive damages on O.J.
Simpson for the slayings of his
ex-wife and her friend , saddling
him with more than twice the debt
even his pursuers say he can pay.
The judgment is on top of $8.5
million in compensatory damages
awarded last week when the jmy
repudiated Simpson's murder
acquittal and found him liable in
the 1994 slashing deaths of
Nicole Brown Simpson and
Ronald Goldman.
"Finding O.J. Simpson liable of
the murders and acting with
oppression and malice was one of
the easiest decisions I have ever

"'o"mo '""'
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had to make," said juror No. 11 , a
white woman in her 30s who
wasn't identified by name in a
news conference.
Juror No. 266, a theater stage
manager in her 40s, said she simply didn't believe Simpson's testimony. "Everything as it related to
the evidence - the shoes, the hitting, where the gloves were, the
sweatsuit. " As for Simpson 's
claim he was framed , juror No.

186, a white man in his 20s, said:
"There's just no way anyone
could have planted all that evidence - it doesn 't make sense ...
there's no way." The jury, characterized by the media as mostly
white and contrasted with the
mostly black jury that acquitted
Simpson of murder, said race had
nothing to do with their decision.
"We went by all the evidence
and it had nothing to do with the
color of Mr. Simpson's skin," said
juror No. 400, a white woman in
her 60s.
Unlike the liability verdict, the
decision on punitive damages was
not unanimous. The only person
with black ancestry on the jury, a

Jamaican-born man who is halfAsian, was the lone vote against
punitive damages. He was joined
by one other juror in also voting
against the amounts.
Simpson wasn't in court
Monday. He hasn 't been in court
since Tuesday's verdict, though
he has been seen playing golf.
The com1room was hushed and
there were none of the outbursts
that marked last week's verdict.
Fred Goldman, the victim's father
who had championed the civil
court battle against Simpson, sat
silently wiping his brow. His
wife, Patti , and daughter, Kim,
showed little emotion.
Ms. Simpson's estate, whose

beneficiaries include her two children now living with Simpson,
was allotted $12.5 million of the
punitive damages. Goldman ' s
father got another $12.5 million,
while his mother, Sharon Rufo ,
did not ask for punitive damages.
The long-divorced parents will
split the $8.5 million in compensatory damages for the loss of
their son's love and companionship.
"I thought it was important to
stand up to Mr. Simpson in front
of the jury, to call him a killer, to
treat him like a killer so the jury
could call him a killer, " said
Daniel Petrocelli, the attorney for
Goldman.

Companies leave Cuba American turns to mediator
because of legislation to avoid strike, shut down

WASHINGTON (AP) - Twelve
foreign companies have pulled out
of Cuba or refrained from doing
business there as a result of U.S.
legislation seeking to discourage
outside investment in Cuba, a
State Department official said
Monday.
Beyond economic costs, the
Helms-Burton legislation also has
prompted increased attention by
Europeans and others on human
rights issues in Cuba, said Michael
Ranneberger,
the
State
Department's coordinator for
Cuban affairs.
On these issues, Ranneberger
said, "Fide! Castro is hearing a
more resounding and diverse cho-

AD D

rus of voices." Ranneberger spoke
at a panel discussion on the
Helms-Burton Act sponsored by
the Center for International Policy,
a Washington-based liberal
research group.
The discussion produced
sharply contrasting opinions on the
impact of the legislation, which is
named for its co-authors, Senate
Foreign Relations Committee
Chairman Jesse Helms, R-N.C. ,
and Rep. Dan Burton, R-Ind.
Wayne Smith, a former State
Department official and senior fellow at the Center for International
Policy, said the legislation will not
achieve its stated goal of forcing
Castro from power.
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although it did indicate there would
be some re-allocation of funds.
The next step will be for the suggestions to be brought before faculty members and students for discussion, followed by the College of
Arts and Humanities and Counsel
on Academic Affairs, Weidner said.
Bock said the option will likely
be implemented in fall semester
1997 or 1998.
Another part of the proposed
changes is the introduction of a
cohort program, Bock said. This
would allow up to 10 students a
year who are in the option to graduate in three years and receive talented student awards or grant-in-aids
for their work with news programs
atWEIU-TV.
However, in order to be eligible
for the cohort program, students
would have to agree to go to school
for three semesters a year. Students

who do not wish to do this or are
not accepted into the program will
still be able to study under the electronic communication and journalism option, Bock said.
Students in the coh011 program
would also have to take an internship, Bock said, adding the program would be designed so that
even with the internship, students
would still be able to graduate in
three years.
Beabout said the program will
also help the television station by
allowing students to be available to
help with the operation of its news
programs throughout the year.
He said the creation of the option
or minor would also allow students
to take classes which more directly
impact their education in broadcast
journalism and give them more
opportunities to work with the television station.
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WASHINGTON (AP) - With
90,000 jobs and travel plans for
more than 200,000 people a day in
the balance, American Airlines and
its pilots turned to a federal mediator Monday in an effort to stave off
a holiday-weekend strike.
If no agreement is reached by
midnight Friday, the end of a federally mandated cooling-off period, the pilots have threatened a
strike and the airline has said it
would shut down. That would hobble a fifth of the nation's air-travel
capacity, leaving ticketed passengers without a ride.
A federal mediator will shuttle
proposals between representatives
of the nation's largest domestic airline and the Allied Pilots
Association at a downtown hotel.
The Fort Worth, Texas-based
airline, a division of AMR Corp.,
has promised to try to accommodate passengers by helping them
find seats on other airlines if a
strike is called. But that may be a
difficult promise to keep with most
seats on other carriers filled going
into the Presidents Day weekend.
"We would ask that our passengers be somewhat flexible, " said

STU

American spokesman John Hotard.
The National Mediation Board
asked for the same from the two
sides in the talks.
"I think we're going into this
with an open mind. It's a very
focused situation," said mediation
board chairman Kenneth Hipp.
"We hope it will be a short week. "
American and the union, which
represents only American pilots,
are butting heads over compensation and job security, although
other contract issues could be discussed.
The pilots, who have not had a
basic wage increase since their
contract became amendable in
1993, are asking for raises more
than double what the company
offered in a tentative contract,
voted down by the union last
month.
The company had agreed to
increase salaries by 3 percent this
year and 2 percent in 1999. It also
had added stock options that were
understood to represent retroactive
pay since tl1e contract has already
been in talks for more than two
years.
The union is seeking raises of

about 11 percent over four years,
plus increased stock options.
American pilots earn an average
$120,000 a year.
Although pay plays a Iat·ge role,
the second and possibly more divisive issue is who should fly the
company's small jets.
AMR had hoped to buy 67 jets
to be flown by its commuter division, American Eagle. American
pilots said no dice, wanting Eagle
to remain strictly the "propeller
division ." Airline president
Donald J. Carty said the issue is
American's competitiveness; the
union says it believes American
pilots can fly the small jets at comparable costs.
As the rhetoric gears up, so has
fear of a strike.
"At times like this there's a lot
oftension," said Catty.
Pilots, who have walking informational picket lines, report tatmts
and obscene gestures from other
employee groups.
There also have been several
reports of threats.
Pilots at·e being instructed to be
careful in their comments and not
to park in the employee lots.
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going to be in the dorms, so that's OK."
Sandy Rippon, a sophomore who applied for the
program, said she also is disappointed.
" It's disappointing because a lot of hard work
went into the planning of it," she said.
She said because she has to student teach, she will
not participate in the program if it is offered again.
"It's just sad," she said. "I was really excited."
Twenty honors students were supposed to pat1icipate in the program.

Jorns said the program will be offered again.
"The program is still fine," J oms said.
Weidner also said the program will continue in
the future.
"The support and interest is still there," he said.
"Nothing has changed in that manner. We will make
another attempt at doing this."
However, interviews for Honors Study Abroad
for spring 1998 are suspended, according to the letter from Johnson and Lasky.

The Men of'

PI Kappa Alpha
would like "t:o c.ongra"t:ula"t:e -their
bro-thers on ac.adendc. exc.ellenc.e f'or
Fall Se.-nes"t:er 1 996

4.0
Shane York
Brian Bushwell

3.8-3.99
Grant Koster
Brad Rozboril

3.5-3.79
Chad Cambell
Josh Tomashewski
John Meyers
Mike Quinlan
Scott Nair
Jason Stipp
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Adam Clemmens
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Chuck McCullough Greg Schmidt
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Jason Mallow
Jim Pajauskis
Tony DeVore
Brent Angelo
Corey Biggs
Ray Alther
Brian Rudd
Brad Kinnas
Greg Imhoff
Mike Jerrit
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By DEANA POOLE
Activities editor
The number of eating disorders
among female college students has
increased rapidly because of media
advertisements, a speaker said
Monday night.
"On any college campus, the
prevalence of eating disorders is
through the roof- the media has a
Jot to do with it," Melanie Bums,
assistant professor of family and
consumer sciences told an audience of 30 students.
Burns said one out of 10
females has an eating disorder and
75 percent of normal weight
women think they are overweight.
" Our standards are unreachable," she said.

Bums said advertisers use models that weigh 23 percent less than
the average woman.
"Not only do (women) have to
stay within the regulated weight,
but society is saying you have to
weigh 23 percent less that what the
government says (you should
weigh)," she said.
The typical model has long legs,
narrow hips, broad shoulders and a
big chest.
Burns said only 5 percent of
women actually have those characteristics.
" Yet society wants us to look
like that 5 percent," she said.
Burns said Marilyn Monroe
wore a size 16 in clothing and was
seen as a sex symbol for the
nation. Today 's models wear size
5.
"There has been a pretty drastic
change over the last 20 years," she
said.
Diet aid products falsely advertise by using before and after
weight loss pictures.
Burns said the before photographs are black and white pictures that use poor lighting and

make the person intentionally look
unattractive.
The after weight loss photograph is a color picture with the
person wearing makeup, having a
suntan and their hair styled.
Burns said the advertisements
have negative effects on young
girls.
"(While watching an advertisement) she compares herself to a
person that does not exist ... (she
is) striving for the impossible."
She also said some advertisements justify bingeing and impact
children.
"It's hard for them to distinguish
between cartoon and commercial,"
Bums said
Burns said students can avoid
the negative messages the media is
sending by educating themselves
and others.
"Educate yourself to know how
to critique the media, to know what
is and isn't realistic ... take what
you know and tell other people."
The workshop was sponsored by
family and computer sciences and
held in conjunction with National
Eating Disorders Week.
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Green thumb
Ann Ulaszek, a senior sociology major, studies plants in the greenhouse for a test she has this week in botany class.

Eastern's legal counsel close to earning Illinois degree
By JESSICA BAKER
Administration editor
After a year of being employed
as Eastern 's legal counsel, Lisa
Huson will take the Illinois Bar
Exam to legally practice law in
Illinois.
Huson is licensed in Kansas and
Arizona and will take the bar exam
on Feb. 25 in either Springfield or
Champaign to become licensed in
Illinois.
The bar exam is required for
lawyers to practice law in the state.
The exam is offered twice a yeru· in
February and July.
"If a lawyer takes the bat· exam
and passes it, then that person can
legally sign pleadings and go
before a court to present a case,"
Huson said. "Pleadings are papers,
such as divorce papers, that need to
be signed in court."
Huson , who earns $52,000 a
year, currently is representing the
Human Resource Department in an
arbitration case between the depart-

ment and the
Local 981
Clerical
Technical
Union over
the implementation of
a dress code
tn
0 I d '-----'-------'---'
M a i n ' s
Lisa Huson
Business
and Purchasing Offices.
"You don't have to be licensed to
do arbitration hearings because it
isn' t a preceding before a court,"
she said.
Anita Thomas, the chapter chair
for the union, said the union did not
take the Human Resource
Deprutment to court over the dress
code issue because the arbitration
hearing was just a step in the
grievance process, which was filed
by the union toward the department.
"Going through the arbitration
hearing didn't have anything to do
with Huson not taking her bar
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search was to find someone who
had handled cases dealing with
higher education.
"(Huson) was knowledgeable of
what we needed or what we were
looking for," Nichols said.
Huson served as the assistant
attorney general in Kansas before
coming to Eastern. Through the
Kansas attorney general's office
Huson represented several universities in Kansas and dealt with a vruiety of issues , such as union
grievances, union work, employee
relationship, employee discrimination and litigation.
Nichols said the search for a
legal counsel was a national search.
"This was well publicized. Four
final candidates were interviewed,
but (Huson) was the most qualified ," she said. "The other three
candidates were from the East
Coast, Indiana and Illinois. All of
them were licensed in their state.
"The committee has confidence
in her representing the university,"
Nichols said.

\

Orientation leaders are responsible for orientating new
students and their parents about Eastern and student life on
campus. Being an orientation leader is an excellent opportunity to
get more involved and gain worthwhile experience.

Qualifications
-A 2.25 or higher cumulative GPA
- Good communication skills
- Live in campus housing provided during the summer
-A positive attitude about Eastern
-Be available during Spring and lntersession semesters for training
programs

Advantages
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-Paid position, includes training sessions
- Free Room and Board
- Provided meal passes
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Applications are available on Monday, February 10, 1997 at:
Office of Orientation - University Union
Any Residence Hall Desk
Housing Office - University Union
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lawyers are not licensed in their
states.
"If you don 't sign pleadings in
court, then you don ' t need to be
licensed," she said.
Huson said each state has its own
bar exam requirements. She said if
someone is licensed in one state,
that does not mean the person can
automatically be licensed in another
state.
Cynthia Nichols, the seru·ch committee chair who interviewed
Huson, said Huson was qualified
for the job.
"The committee was in chru·ge of
finding someone who was qualified
to fill the position of an in-house
counsel," Nichols said. "President
David J oms indicated that he
wasn' t looking for a ' trial ' attorney."
Nichols said Eastern ' s job
description was to review documents and contracts and provide
legal advise. "This job isn 't primarily a litigation job," she said.
She said the focus of the job

Summer Orient:at:ion
Leader Posit:ions Available

9 pm

Jerry's Pizza
& Pub

exam ," Thomas said. "This had
nothing to do with the way the
grievance process worked."
In an article of the Feb. 5 edition
of The Daily Eastern News, Teresa
Sims, the union 's chief steward,
said the union already filed
grievances with the Business Office
and Human Resources , and the
next step in filing a complaint with
the department is arbitration.
Jill Nilsen, special assistant to
Eastern President David Joms, said
if Eastern was in a situation where
it needed to go to court, Eastern
would have to go to an outside
counsel for litigation proceedings
since Huson has not taken the bar
exam yet.
She added that Huson has done
all ofEastem's legal work since she
started working at the university in
May.
"The fact that she hasn 't passed
the bar isn't an issue," Nilsen said.
"(Huson) has done a good job for
the institution."
Huson said many corporate

00 16 oz DRAFT
(Lite , Icehouse)
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Applications are due by 4:00p.m. on Wednesday, March 5, 1997.
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Simpson verdict sends message to society

Opinion
Editorials are the opinion of the Editorial Board.
Columns are the opinion of the author.
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Proposal to dissolve
AB would be an
unnecessary change

I was at work when I heard
those who suddenly and ironi"O.J was more cally realized that the justice
the bad news. O.J. Simpson was
found liable for the death of
thana man on system is messed up. I guess
Nicole Brown Simpson and
998 million to one wasn't good
trial for murder. enough. The civil trial never
Ronald Goldman.
I'm glad I only had fifteen
He was a black fooled anyone into thinking that
minutes left at work because ._____ _ _ _ _ _ ____,
it was determining O.J.'s guilt
man being
from then on I felt sick - not
or innocence. In the civil suit it
prosecuted by
the kind of sick one feels when GREG PIPKIN
was just a matter of how much
he or she has a cold , but a Regular columnist
O.J.
was going to pay for what
the white
strong sick feeling in the middle
he did. Instead of paying with
system."
his life, he was just required to
of my stomach. This sick feeling was no cold at all, but
pay with his checkbook.
instead a sudden realization that black people were now
Some people believe that the O.J. trial has created a
back to square one.
racial division in our society. They even blame Johnny
For the past two years Oranthal James had become Cochran for entering the issue of race in the trial. To
the living icon for the social injustices done to blacks in me, Cochran was just a person who excelled under presthe United States. Even though most blacks will agree sure - everything from the pressure of detective Mark
that O.J. probably did viciously and premeditatedly Fuhrman's racist remarks to the opposition to a black
murder Brown Simpson and Goldman, we're still behind prosecuting attorney. But what must be realized is that
him. It didn't really matter that he nearly decapitated his there has been a racial division since the 1500s. What
Cochran did was nothing new.
wife and her lover, the point was that he was acquitted.
O.J. was more than a man on trial for murder. He was
So what have we learned from O.J's treacherous
a black man being prosecuted by the white system. This ordeal?
was the same police force who three years earlier had
1. The justice system is messed up. OK we already
gotten off with the beating of Rodney King. The name knew that, now what?
O.J. Simpson meant more than the name of a person, it
2. There is a racial division in the United States. Most
meant us against them (the white majority system).
people already knew that too , others just refused to realAs soon as the four-hour deliberation of the long, ize it.
rough and rocky trial was over and the jury found him
3. Money is everything when it comes to justice.
not guilty, I felt that for the first time white people There are hundreds of black people in prison for murder
could begin to understand how blacks have felt about who don't have the money to pay for a Harvard law proour justice system for generations - this feeling of being fessor as their third string attorney.
cheated, demoralized, embarrassed and just plain pissed
Personally I think O.J. did kill those people, but I
off is a common feeling for black people.
can't say I feel all that bad about him getting away with
After the famous "NOT GUILTY" verdict, most it.
blacks felt that the social injustice score in the United
-Greg Pipkin is managing editor for Minority Today
States was now 998 million to one. But now after the
civil trial, it's 999.
and a regular bi-monthly columnist for The Daily
The civil trial seemed to be the "makeup" trial for Eastern News.

Change is good when change is needed. But is
abolishing the Apportionment Board really needed, as proposed by Student Vice President for
Public Affairs Brian Anderson and Student Senate
member Jennifer Daulby?
The proposed organizational plan that the senate
is considering would abolish the current AB and
replace it with a senate committee of five senate
members, three non-senate
members and three faculty
members. How will this
benefit the student body?
Anderson said he drafted the proposal to make
the senate more accountable and effective. How
does this make the senate more accountable?
Under the current structure, the AB simply
makes a budget recommendation to the senate and
then the senate votes to approve or disprove.
The senate is accountable for all budgets. In
fact, the senate votes on every allocated fund or
expenditure that is more than $10. How much
more accountability and responsibility does the
senate need?
Anderson said the plan will force the senate
members to better understand the budgets and
learn how the process works.
They already should know the budgetary process. And if they don't, why would placing five
senate members on the new apportionment committee force the other 25 senate members to care
about the budgets?
If senate members don't care now, and obviously
they don't since few ever attend AB meetings, why
would this new committee spur a desire to learn
about the student activity fee budgets?
The plan is unnecessary. It will simply deter the Student Senate should
senate away from other business that concerns the get a chance to show
entire campus. The plan also will place a huge burden on five senate members who have other senate that it can do AB's job
business they need to attend to.
Dear editor:
The senate, as shown by blunders in the past, is
I question the logic of Travis
Spencer's Feb. 7 column "Senate cannot responsible enough to tackle such a burden.
The senate needs the AB to research the budgets not handle AB responsibilities."
and make a knowledgeable recommendation to the Unfmtunately it seems to be the same
logic employed by the current
senate.
Apportionment Board members and
Abolishing the AB and proposing a complete others opposed to the elimination of
reorganizational plan to the senate is not in the stu- the AB. Spencer and the rest of the
dents' best interest. This reorganizational plan may opposition have thus far based their
be a great campaign platform that could be used in arguments on three main issues: 1.
The overburdening nature of AB ' s
future student body elections, but it isn't going to responsibilities; 2. The turnover rate
benefit the student body one bit.
of student senators; 3. And the past
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today's

I hold it, that a little rebellion ... is a
good thing, as necessary in the political world as storms in the physical.
-Thomas Jefferson
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histoty of the Student Senate.
There is this misconception that the
eight students on the Apportionment
Board are superhuman in their talents
for and commitment to the budgeting
task. As someone who has attended
many of their meetings over the past
three years, I can testifY that the many
students who have filled these eight
spots are amazingly similar to the rest
of the students at this university, and I

heard .

E - m a i I

your
would submit that any eight students
can do the job. So why shouldn't we
place the duty under the control of the
underburdened senators who, as elected officials, can be held personally
responsible for poor budgeting.
Spencer's knowledge of the Taco
Bell staff notwithstanding, we have to
wonder why senators leave after short
terms of duty. As someone on the
inside, I can tell you that the number
one reason people leave is because
they feel that the body has no real
responsibility and rarely actually
achieves anything. That is the whole
purpose of this legislation. If we place
important duties, such as activity fee
budgeting and tuition and fee review,
with the senate, I foresee that we will
begin to see longer terms of service
with high reward for those involved.
Finally, I think if you want to
improve the future, you have to refuse
to get mired in past inefficiencies. I
am so confused and frustrated with the
argument that since past senators have
been irresponsible, we should give up
and outsource all of our true duties to

u s

a t

cutss@uxa

unelected officials. This is ridiculous.
If The Daily Eastern News was struck
by an outbreak of poor journalism,
would they pack it in and leave the job
for someone else? Of course not.
They would change things internally
to allow them to attract better writers,
and this is exactly what the senate
reorganization plan will do. Under the
new system, we will have senators
who are there for the right reasons,
serving the 11 ,000 students who elected them in meaningful ways and hopefully forging a new respect for the senate which will in tum attract more talented and responsible students to
serve.
Those standing in the way of progressive change are usually exposed
sooner or later for having an interest in
impeding that progress. If the
Apportionment Board is dissolved ,
where will its members go for their
weekly injection of self-importance? If
the Student Senate begins to perform
effectively, what will The News have
to write about? Think about it.

Brian Anderson
student vice president
for public affairs
. e c n . b g u . edu
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Mock trial determines
Bylaw change would require
more time from senate members fate of soccer player
By MINDY BUYCK
Student govemment editor

Two of the six recently proposed
Student Senate bylaw changes
would require senate members to
dedicate more time to senate and
Student Government, a Student
Senate executive member said.
One of the proposed changes
would not allow a senate member
to request an excused absence from
a meeting, said Brian Anderson,
student vice president for public
affairs. A senate member who
accumulates four absences from
the senate meetings a semester
would be removed.
Currently, senate members may
be excused from a meeting at the
senate speaker's digression and the
excuse is not recorded. Senate
members who accumulate three
unexcused absences are removed
from the senate.
Anderson said he drafted the

bylaw change because some senate
members during the fall term and
the spring of 1996 tetm had two or
three excused absences and some
unexcused absences. Anderson
said senate members cannot miss
that many meetings and still be
informed.
Anderson said he chose four
absences because a provision is
needed to clarify when senate
members will be removed.
However, Anderson said four
excuses is just a number he chose
and the senate can discuss and
change the number if they want.
"I'm going to leave that up to
them," Anderson said.
1l1e bylaw also would allow the
senate speaker to give the "State of
the Senate" address anytime during
the semester.
The speaker is to give the
address at the first meeting of the
semester, according to the cun·ent
bylaws. Anderson said usually the

first meeting is used for organization and to get new senate members settled into the senate.
The second proposed bylaw
change would give the senate the
ability to enforce office hours and
recognized student organizations
meeting attendance.
Senate members are required to
work in the Student Senate office
for one hour each week. Under the
proposed bylaw, senate members
who fail to work one hour a week
three times in one semester will be
removed fi:om the senate.
"It is grossly negligent if a senator is caught not doing their office
hours three times," Anderson said.
The change also would allow the
senate to remove senate members
who fail to attend recognized student organization meetings.
Anderson said senate members
need to attend the meetings to
know what the groups are doing
and what their concems are.

U of I student punches out window
A University of Illinois student Saturday was
charged with illegal consumption of alcohol by a
minor and ctiminal damage to property, according to
campus police.
Matthew L. Edwards, 19, 966 Pomona Drive,
Champaign, was arrested at I: 15 a.m. Saturday after

he punched out the window of the Lawson Hall cotmselor's office, according to police reports.
Edwards told campus police he had just left a party
and was trying to call his girlfriend from a telephone in
Lawson's lobby. When she refused to talk to him, he
punched the window, according to police reports.

Political science
students to debate
hypothetical case
in Coleman Hall
By SCOTT BOEHMER
Campus editor

The fake case of a fake soccer
player who was injured during
a hypothetical game of "human
darts" will be played out
tonight in Coleman Hall.
The hypothetical case will be
tried in a mock trial at 7 p.m. in
Coleman Hall Room 120.
Peter Leigh, a professor of
political science and the mock
trial coach, said today's event
is a scrimmage for members of
the mock trial class PLS 2512.
The class members will be
participating in a regional mock
trial competition with other
teams in Peoria this weekend.
For this weekend and today's
events, Leigh said the mock
trial will be based on the hypothetical soccer player 's case,
which was given by the
National
Mock
Trial
Association.
The students who participate

in the trial will act out a
$750,000 lawsuit filed by the
injured soccer player against
the owner of a bar where the
game was played.
Leigh said the trial is a civil
trial designed to operate the
same way a real trial would.
Jim Kanichirayil, a junior
political science major and
member of the mock trial class,
said two of the three teams in
the course will participate in
today's event.
One team be the prosecution
and the other will be the
defense.
The mock trial will include
three witnesses, three attorneys
and a time keeper for both the
defense and prosecution in the
case, Kanichirayil said.
The teams can use only
information they have been
given by the mock trial association during the trial, he added.
Today's mock trial is the first
mock trial this year that will be
open to the public.
The teams have practiced,
adding "the preparation process
(for the trial) is getting in a
classroom and going through
the entire case," Kanichirayil
said.

Open house for prospective freshman to be held Wednesday
By CHRISTINA HIGBY
Staff writer

The Office of Admissions will be holding an additional
open house this semester for high school and transfer students interested in attending Eastem.
Dale Wolf, director of admissions, said Eastern usually
holds only two open houses during the spring semester. This
semester will be the first time three will be held.
"(Adding the extra day) is to try to make Eastem as accessible as possible," Wolf said.
The fu·st open house will begin at 8:30a.m. Wednesday in

the Mattin Luther King Jr. University Union. Prospective
students and their families are invited to attend.
Registration begins at 9 a.m. in the Grand Ballroom of the
University Union and tables will be set up to provide students with information on various topics including academics, student activities, financial aid and housing.
Campus tours will begin in tl1e University Ballroom of the
University Union and will be held every 15 minutes from
8:30 to 11:30 a.m. Residence hall tours will be provided
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
"These tours put a lot of people on campus, but areas
where classes are held will not be disturbed, but meals will

be affected due to the increase of people on campus," Wolf
said.
Various departments including mathematics, business and
athletics will give presentations. Prospective students can
meet with counselors in the admissions office.
Open houses are held so prospective students and their
families can see Eastem operate, Wolf said. The next two
open houses are scheduled for March 3 and April19.
Panther Power Day also ill be held Wednesday, along with
the other open houses. Anyone wearing Eastem paraphemalia can receive free popcorn from the Sugar Shack in the
Union.

7he Men of SIGMA PI Cordially
inwii:e i:he followina ladies i:o
i:he firsi: annual crush dance
0:00 a-e s,.u•s
Ashley Raduege
Laura Baumruck
Jennifer Montgomery
Sarah Groom
Lisa Walsh
Kelly Martin
Kim Josles
Allison Leaty
Tammy Strong
Sherry Methling
Karch Andrews
Valerie Kleinfeld
Michelle Shahin
Christy Liberto
Lisa Lindstrom
]en Lenda
Jamie Smith
Amy Rudecker
Shannon Germeraacl
Kelli Marlow
Jennifer Butz
Andrea Smail
Holly Sluder
Meagan Bergan
Christy Prosser
Quincy Souza
Carrie Labarge
] enni ] ewell
Monica Giles

Christy Grant
Christa Carbaray
Crystal Jones
Krissie Kindel
Laura Tucker
Ashley Bundy
Ahley Hudson
Kelly McQuaid
Liz Roda
Laura Moore
Aaron Hanley
Wendy Bauer
Love Shack
Jenny Eagan
Tiffany Rantis
Tara Frump
Jeanne Schuld
]o inness
Stacey Moore
Tracy Hinton
Tiffannie Bosley
Sarah Diederich
Erica Locker
Jeannine Pardun
Niki Burke
Kim Sinclair
Lisa Shumard
Jen Nechleba
Lindsay Klockenga

Jaime Smith
Ryann Miller
Carrie Brown
] ennifer Graham
Shalimar Lewis
Tracy Ward
Kim Arends
Jamie Backer
Jamie Brinkman
Danielle Heath
Gina Fournie
Erin Hepner
Jamie Lauicka
Gina Shurba
Sara Ramage
Raphaela Gallo
]ody Williams
Tonya Mulacek
Jill Cochran
Cortney Johnston
Kathy Leahy
Julie Sisk
Jill Dimon
Jennifer Thorson
Emily Rohr
Amanda Horath
Chrissy DeiPreto
Tracy ] ackson
]en Montibano

Jill Kowalski
Stacey Whitcomb
Bridget Hartman
Lisa Bedo
Erin Foyle
Jodi Garrett
Lori Girardini
Shelby Harlet
Carrie Copeland
Amy Mathias
Christine Schlegal
Amy Sciacotta
Katie Wright
Aj Goeppinger
Andrea Herzog
Heather Aten
Chanel Rentfrow
Jenny Uphoff
Gina Shaw
Julie Sedlock
Allison Leary
Kerry oter
Amie Torbert
Jamie Torbert
Laura Turner
]enell Dixon
Anna Mayer
Brittany Bluhm
Rachel Grimm

Jennifer Lamezyk
Lauren Randolph
Lisa Zilly
Darci Keyser
Heather Nocak
Courtney Stone
]en Polkow
Carrie Anastos
Kathy Krabbe
Songi Kim
Amber Johnson
Tonya Claypool
Kelly Kuhl
April Belva
Debbie Clark
Erika McDevitt
Debbie Hillman
Stephanie Ruiz
Shana Bjonstad
Stella English
Jill Bruggeman
Frank Weber
Kelly Martin
Michele Bidinger
Kelly McDonald
Liz Sutcliffe
Liz Marino
Karen Irwin
Erin Smith

Julie Brost
Tammy Birch
Sharon Scharette
Amelia Nelson
Irene Placencia
Dyan Sheperd
Stephanie Gilbert
Vanessa Wells
Lindsey Celba
Kara Harper
Jennifer Damon
Lori Sommer
Christy Prosser
Kelly O'Reily
Mellisa Cunnigham
Tara Myerscough
Susie Hayner
Jill Freeman
Lisa Osberg
Jill Zahara
Merissa Giradini
Sara Sowers
Dana Curch
Erin Carrol
Karla Krueger
Brook Vickroy
Anne Ankebrand
Missy Martin
Beccy Lee
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Honored pianist
to perform tonight
By ALICE HOSTY
Staff writer
The only pianist to claim all
three of the highest honors in the
Stravinsky Awards tonight will perform a series of Brahms,
Beethoven and Ravel pieces.
Gottlieb Wallisch, 18, will perform at 7:30 p.m. in the Dvorak
Concert Hall of the Doudna Fine
Arts Building.
"Anyone who enjoys fme music
will be delighted by this wonderful
yo ung pianist," said Karen
Laverick Sanders, keyboard coordinator.
Admission to the recital is free.
In June of 1995, Wallisch, then
16, became the only pianist ever to
win all three of the highest prizes
given in the Stravinsky Awards,
including the prestigious Grand

Prix Ivo Pogorelich.
Wallisch, a resident of Vienna,
Austria, began touring at 14 and
quickly gained the respect and
recognition of a world class pianist
after his performances in Hong
Kong, Japan, the Middle East and
Europe.
He recently performed in solo
recitals in Vienna and released two
CDs with the music of Haydn,
Mozart, Schumann, Brahms and
Stravinsky.
Wallisch began touring the
United States during the beginning
of February.
Wallisch was born into a musical
family, his mother is a piano teacher and his father is a professional
violinist.
He will graduate with the highest
honors
from
the
Vienna
Hochschule for Music in June.

Riot injures 81 people
VLORA, Albania (AP) Anti - government protesters
attacked riot police Monday,
trapping and beating some
policemen and stripping them of
uniforms , guns and shields that
were set ablaze in a bonfire in
this southern port.
Police fired into the air and
fought with the rock-throwing
demonstrators, in the worst rioting during a month of unrest
that began over a pyramid
scheme-gone-bust.
Two people were killed and 81
injured, state TV said.
Prime Minister Alexander
Meksi went on national television to urge his countrymen, for
decades the poorest in Europe,
not to join unrest " that aims at
pushing Albania into economic
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collapse."
But popular rage in this city,
the flashpoint of riots over the
get-rich-quick
pyramid
schemes, proved nearly impossibl e to contain Monday when
the police were attacked.
Police responded by firing in
the air. Some stood on the roofs
of buildings and threw stones
down on the crowd.
State TV said Artur Rustemi
and 53-year-old Maliq Banushi
were killed Monday, but gave
no further details.
It said 81 people , including
policemen, were treated at hospitals, most with head injuries.
The first apparent victim of
unrest in Albania was a man
who died of a heart attack late
Sunday.
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Attorney general announces
tougher fines for teen smokers
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - Kids could be fined for
the mere possession of tobacco products and the
state would begin licensing tobacco retailers, under
a measure pushed Monday by Illinois Attorney
General Jim Ryan.
Ryan announced the proposed state crackdown on
illegal sales to those under 18, saying the approach
would be tougher than any municipal ordinance now
on the books in Illinois.
" We may not always be able to stop our children
from smoking, but we can make sure that they are
not using retail checkout lanes as supply lines," he
told a Statehouse news conference.
Under Ryan 's plan, $3 million annually would be
raised from new $1 00-a-year license fees imposed
on all retailers that sell cigarettes, cigars, chewing
tobacco or other tobacco products.
Proceeds would be divided by municipalities and
the Illinois Liquor Control Commission to cover
costs of administration and random, unannounced
inspection of retail outlets. The proposal has been
introduced by fellow Republicans in the Senate.
Cunent law bars minors from buying tobacco and
imposes fines of $200 to $600. The proposal would
lower the possible fmes to the $25 to $100 range and
broaden the definition of a violation to include the
possession or use of tobacco. Violators also could be
required to complete 100 hours of community service and enroll in a program about the ri sks of
tobacco use.
Businesses selling tobacco to kids could face

penalties ranging from a $500 ftne to revocation of
their license. Potential fines of $200 to $600 for
store clerks would remain as they are.
In most cases, Ryan said, kids obtain cigarettes
from retail outlets. But he said fewer than 100 of
Illinois' 1,293 municipalities have any meaningful
licensing ordinances. And only the Chicago suburb
of Woodridge has revoked or suspended a license in
the past decade, he said.
His proposal would all ow for municipalities to
enact their own ordinances as long as they were at
least as stringent as the state law.
The Illinois Retail Merchants Association said it
was generally behind Ryan's plan, except in a couple of major areas.
"We're for a statewide law that is uniform ...
rather than having a hodgepodge effect," said Rob
Kan, a lobbyist.
Karr also questioned the soundness of making
penalties for kids less than those faced by store
clerks.
" They are initiating a crime, and a message
should be sent to them," KalT said.
Ryan spokesman Dan Curry noted that large fines
have not proven to be a deterrent for youngsters, but
community service programs might.
"A lot of times the parents end up paying the fine,
anyway," he said.
Among groups backing Ryan 's plan are the
Illinois Police Chiefs Association and the Illinois
PTA.

'Political courage' to balance budget
WASHINGTON
(AP)Po1itical courage, both Democrats
and Republicans say, will be needed to balance the budget. They
never mention what cou ld be a
more impmtant ingredient - dumb
luck.
Both President Clinton and the
Republicans in Congress base
their intricate spending and tax
plans to achieve balance in 2002
on a big " if." If the current economic expansion, already the third
longest in history, lasts until 2002,
then the budget will be in balance
under their plans.
But if recession occurs, then
both the Democratic a nd GOP
plans to balance the budget will be
buried in rising deficits.
Politicians don ' t often talk

about how big a role the economy
plays in the federal budget, especially when things are going well.
On the campaign trail last year,
President Clinton bragged about
his achievements in reducing the
federal deficit, saying he was the
first president since Hany Tn.m1an
to reduce the red ink four years in
a row.
The deficit hit a record $290 billion in 1992 and is now 63 percent
lower at $107 billion. That is the
lowest total in 15 years.
But while Clinton credited his
1993 deficit reduction program,
the booming economy should take
a bow as well.
Deficits go up in recessions; the
country was in a recession in
1990-91.

Recessions increase the deficit
by driving up government spending on unemployment benefits and
welfare payments, while cutting
government tax collections. People
are out of work and corporations
make less profits, so they pay less
taxes.
Since 1992, government revenues have risen by 33 percent as
the recovery has taken off.
" We are in a sweet spot in the
business cycle right now," says
Robert Dederick, econo mi st at
Northern Trust Co. in Chicago.
"The fact that the economy has
been doing so well has boosted
corporate profits and personal
incomes." Clinton acknowledged
the cuJTent good times in his annual economic rep01t.

Hot air balloon contest to be in Rantoul
RANTOUL (AP) - The former Chanute Air
Force Base will be the site for the U.S. National Hot
Air Balloon Championships in 1998, 1999 and 2000,
sponsors of the event said.
The Balloon Federation of America picked
Rantoul over Grand Forks, N.D. , to host the event,
federation chainnan David Lowe said. The August
championships feature about 200 hot air balloons,
and about 195 ,000 spectators watched the 1996
event in Columbia, Mo., backers say.
"The U.S. Nationals will provide much economic
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impact and positive image-building va lu e for
Champaign County," said Linda Zigament of the
Greater Champaign-Urbana Economic Partnership.
Kenneth Roessler, who owns a motel on the former air base, said his rooms are already booked for
the 1998 balloon show. And Rantoul restaurant
owner Gary Peterson said he plans to add temporary
workers for the event.
Besides the balloon competition, plans for the
event include concerts, an air show, a monster truck
show and a fireworks display.
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Services Offered

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

SAVE ON YOUR AUTO INSURANCE NOW! Call BILL HALL at
345-7023 or stop by HALL
INSURANCE 1010 E . Lincoln
Ave.
2/11

2 FULL TIME NIGHT MANAGERS FOR WOMEN 'S SHELTER . Live-in position for in
exchange for room and board.
Send resume and references to
CADV P.O . Box 732 Charleston .
348-5931 EOE.
~~~~~~~~~2/11
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT-Earn to
$3 ,000-$6 ,000+/MO in fisheries ,
parks ,
resorts .
Airfare!
Food/Lodging! Get all the options.
Call (919) 918-7767 ext 149.
~-~~~~-~_.2/26
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING-Earn to
$2000 +/mo. plus free world travel (Europe , Caribbean , etc.) No
exp . necessary. Room/Board .
Ring (919) 918-7767, ext C149.

HELP WANTED . BRIAN ' S
PLACE. Needs waitress. Starts at
minimum wage. 2100 Broadway
in Mattoon. 234-4151 .
2/13
:-:M:-:-A-=c.,..,.K:-:-1N:-:A-:::C'""'I:-::S-:-LA.,...,N'"'"'D=-:S=--:-cM,.-U=R RAY
HOTEL needs summer help. (No
Experience necessary) Housing
available. 313-665-5750.]
2/21

1, 2 AND 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS close to campus . Call
Oldtowne. 345-6533.
3/15
::-:N-:-:1C""'E=-.--=c:-:-L-::0:-:S=-:E=---=T=-o~c=-A-=-=-=-MPUS
FURNISHED HOUSES FOR 9798 SCHOOL YEAR. $235/month
12 mo. lease . Call 345-3148.
5/5

ROOMS FOR RENT-Women only
Intercession , Summer, 1997-1998
sem . Large house fully furnished .
1 block from union. Central A/C .
$220/mo utilities included . Pat
Novak (630) 789-3772 .
2/17

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS,
12 month lease, low rent and utilities . Quiet neighborhood. Call
345-8489.
2/11
2=-,--:3:-,--:A:-:N-::D::-::6--:B::-:E=:D::-:R=-o=-o:::--:-:M,.-,H:-:-::O USES to lease for '97 - '98 School
year. 346-3583.
2/12
'"'N--=o,_,.N.,.,S"'M,.-,-::0-.,-K'"'"I,.,.N-=G--=F-=Ec:-M-:-A:-:L--=E T 0
SHARE FULLY FURNISHED
NEWLY REMODELED HOME
with female graduate student.
Semester lease available .
$250/month . Rent includes own
bedroom . utilities and cable. Call
345-5126. Leave message.
2/13
7
:-LA
R=G=E-A:-:P=-:A:-::R::-::T:-:-M-:-:E=:N-:::T=-=F::::O=-R 9-1 0
PEOPLE . 7 Bedrooms , 2
Kitchens , 2 baths . Large living
room/dining room . Exc. location 1
block from Old Main . Lots off
street parking . $185-$195 . 3456967.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2/13

Travel
SPRING BREAK 97. IT'S HEAVEN !! WAKE AND BAKE ... .. In the
hottest destination-Free parties!!!
Organize group and travel free .
Lowest price guarantee . From
$99 1-800-426-7710 WWW.SUNSPLASHTOURS.COM
2/28
~s=p=R~IN~G~B~R~E~A-K~P~A~N~A~M~A~CITY

BEACH FLORIDA SANDPIPERBEACON BEACH RESORT 3
pools, 1 indoor pool , huge beachside hot tub, suites up to 10 people , tiki beach bar, home of the
worlds longest keg party. Free
info
1-800-488-8828
WWW.SANDPIPERBEACON .CO
M
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2/27
SPRING
BREAK-CANCUN ,
JAMAICA , BAHAMAS $349 .00
PACKAGES INCL . Round Trip
airfare, 7 nights hotel , transfers,
taxes, 2 meals and 3 hrs. All-ucan drink daily. Lowest prices
guaranteed . (800) 763-5606.
2/24
-B-E~S-T~H-O~T-E~LS~~&-L~0--WEST

PRICES for SPRING-BREAK
BEACH destinations . Florida ,
Cancun , Jamaica , etc. CALL
NOW for rooms or SIGN-UP as
INTER-CAMPUS REPR . 800327-6013. http://www.icpt.com
2/12
A"'"--=c-=T,..,N,...,.O..,....,W""""!....,.L""""'A--=s-=T,..-C~H-.,-A,....,N"""""'CE TO
CALL. LEISURE TOURS AND
GET FREE INFO FOR SPRING
BREAK PACKAGES TO SOUTH
PADRE , CANCUN , JAMAICA
AND FLORIDA. 1-800-838-8203.
2/21
""a-s=-A.,.....,D-G~IR,..,.-LS~!!.,...!..,..w'"'"e_w_e-re bad
and got caught. Now we are campuses and can 't go to Mazatlan
for Spring Break . Must sell our
trips . We paid $518 for air, 7
nights hotel transfers and party
package. Will sacrifice for $379 .
Call 1-800-571-5874 ask for
Jennifer.
2/12

Make Money
EARN EXTRA MONEY FOR
SPRING BREAK sell Avon . Call
345-4197 or 235-1544.
2/13

Help Wanted
NATIONAL PARKS HIRINGPositions are now available at
National Parks, Forests & Wildlife
Preserves . Excellent benefits +
bonuses ! Call 1-206-971-3620
ext. N57388 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2/14

2126

-=o-:-U-:-::T=-:S=-:I-=D:-::E=--J:-::O::-:B""'s=--"""'7N o-w---,h:--:'iring :
National Parks , Beach Resorts,
Ranches , Rafting Co.'s Earn to
$12/hr. + great benefits!
Nationwide. Call (919) 918-7767
ext. R149 .
~~~-~-~-~2/26
HOUSE KEEPING/LAB AIDE
Starting immediately. Call 3452922 or apply in person at 910
17th Street, Charleston . Ask for
Scott.
-------~-2/11
MAKE A DIFFERENCE IN THE
LIVES OF CHILDREN! Birch Trail
Camp for Girls, located in beautiful NW Wisconsin serves
campers from throughout the
U.S. and abroad ages 7-15. We
need instructors for a variety of
land and water sports, climbing,
wilderness trips, arts-n-crafts and
much more , We are looking for
enthusiastic people who are committed to kids , the outdoors and
having fun! Top pat ,travel
allowance , room and board and
paid internships. Contact Richard
Michelle at 1-800-544-CAM P
today.
2/13
=-pA.,...,R=-cT=-=T:-:-:1M:-:-=E--::R::-:0::-:U-:-:T=-=E=-=D:-=R'"'"I:V E R
early A.M .'s during school year
$6 .00 an hour. Apply Byrds
Cleaners South 4th Street Curve.
2/13
=-s:-:u-=p-=p-=o-=R-=T=-T=EC=-:-:H-,-,N,.,.-1c=-I'""'A-:-N-c. ·First
Mid-Illinois Bancshares , Inc. is
seeking an individual with a minimum of two years computer and
network experience . Primary
responsibilities will be the installation and repair of software and
hardware. Additional responsibilities may include training network
administration and project management. Ability to prioritize ,
organize and meet deadlines a
must. Baking experience preferable. If interested , please send
resume to First Mid-Illinois
Bancshares , Inc . PO Box 499 ,
Mattoon, IL 61938 .
2/13
=-D--=0--=E:-:S~C~L~E=-A.,...,....,N~IN~G~--=o~B--=-s·E S S
YOU? Then apply for morning
housekeeper position at this
group home for individuals with
disabilities . 7-10 a .m . Mon-Fri .
1701 18th, Charleston 345-4224.
--------~2/20

The Daily Eastern News

Address: ______________________________
Under Classification of: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Expiration code (office use o n l y ) - - - - - - - - - - - - Person accepting ad, ________ Compositor _ _ _ ___
Amount due:$ _ _ _ ___

0 Cash

0 Check

Adoption
A BABY'S DREAM, A LOVING
HOME . If your dream for baby's
future is a happy, secure home
with a mother and father, warmth,
love , attention , fun , traditional
family values, friends , pets, travel , college education , and holidays with lots of relatives , please
call toll free 1-800-881-3731 .
Legal and confidential. Medical
and legal expenses paid . Carol
and Jim .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2/20

Roommates
NEEDED : ROOMMATE FOR
HOUSE . Ask for Kim . Call 3481942.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2/13

Sublessors
NEED SUBLESSOR TO SHARE
2 BD. HOUSE WITH 1 MALE.
Unfurnished , water & trash pd.
Can move in by March 1st. Call
345-2705 .
2/13
~FE~M:-::-:-A~LE~S~U~B~L~E~S~S~O~R~N~E~EDED

FOR SUMMER 97. Own room
close to campus . Please call
Donna at 348-8786.
2/13

~S~U~M~M~E=R~s=u~BL~E=s=s=o=R=s~NEED-

ED. 3 Bedroom large apartment.
Clean . Close to campus. Perfect
for 5 people. Call 345-1449.
2/13
~FE~M~A~LE~S~U~B~L~E~S~S~O~R~N~E=FEDED

for summer 97 . Own room . Close
to campus . Leave message at
348-0040.
2/21
""T"'W"'O....-.=F""E'"M"'A"L"""E'""S.....,...LO"""O"'K"'IN""'G TO
SUBLEASE TWO BEDROOM
APT. FOR I-SESSION AND
SUMMER. Call Allison at 8049 or
Holly at 3351 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2/13

Help Wanted
AVAILABLE
FOR
97-98 :2
Bedroom , 1 .5 bath furnished
apartments on 12 month leases.
2-4 persons . 1017 Woodlawn .
Trash paid/free laundry. No pets.
Call for appointment 348-7746 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/5

ACROSS
5 Stiller and -

Name: __________________

Payment:

WANTED 100 STUDENTS .
LOSE 5-100 lbs. New metabolism
breakthrough . RN assisted . Free
gift. $35 fee . 1 (800) 579-1634 .
2/25

1 Slam-dunks

Classified Ad Form

no. words/days

Wanted

0 Credit

Check number

Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Student 0 Yes 0 No
Dates to run _______________
Ad to read:

20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum .
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.

10 Prefix with
business
14like Nash ' s
lama
15 Waters of song
16 Amorphous
mass
17 1935 Cole
Porter song
20 Pundit
21 Olio
22 Disney's "- and the
Detectives"
25 Vietnam ' s Ngo
- - Diem
26 No longer hold
up
29 F. Scott
Fitzgerald had
one: Abbr.

:-:N-=O.,..,W..,..,..,LE=-A:-:S""'I.,..,N-=G~F::-:O::-:R::-c-::FA-:-:-:LL--:-::1997 .

McArthur
Manor.
QuietFurnished-2 Bedroom Apartment.
345-2231 .
5/5
~FU"R~N~IS;-;-H~E~D=, -=s~P~AAC~IO"U7.S~4~AND

6 BEDROOM APARTMENT, 1400
square feet. Available summer or
fall of 1997. 6 blocks North of
Hardees. Off Street Parking available . Reasonable utilities . Ask
about 8% rent discount. Phone
345-7225.
5/5
=FU~R::-:N:-::IS,.,..H:-::E:-::D:-,-=s-=P-:-A:::-C:-::IO,.,.U"'"'S::-4..,..-;:::,BEDROOM , 2 BATH , 1300 SQUARE
FEET apartment. Available summer or Fall of 1997 . 6 blocks
North of Hardees . Off street
Parking available . Reasonable
utilities. Ask about 8% rent discount. Phone 345-9531 .
5/5
"=07
N~E:-:::-B:=E::::D-:::R-=O:-::O::-:M-:--:A:-::P::::T=::S:-.--;A~II:-utili-

ties (except phone & cable)
included . Unfurnished . 11 1/2 mo.
lease , off street - parking . NO
PETS ! NO PARTIES ! Quiet people only. One person : $385.00
Two people : $200 per person .
345-6759.
5/5
:-L:-:-1N.,..,c=-o:=-:-L:-:N.,-,W-:-:O=-o=D---=P=-1-:-N:-::E:-::T=R E E
Furnished apartments , patios ,
balconies , air, pool , sundeck,
close to campus, 24-hour maintenance appointment 345-6000.
5/5
:-LA..,-,-=:R-::G-=E,..--;-1--=B:-::E::-:D::-:R=-o=o-=-M~A-=P~ART-

MENT FURNISHED. Dishwasher.
Garbage disposal. Trash paid .
Call 345-2363.
5/5
:-LA-;;-;::;-RAG:;:::E,..-2;:;-;:B:;-;:E=-;D=-:R::;-0=0-:-M-;;-:;:Tc;::O:T.WNHOUSE FOR 2, 3, OR 4 PEOPLE . Furnished . Dishwasher.
Garbage disposal. Trash paid .
Call 345-2363. Apartments available.
5/5
A..,.,V...,.A.,.,I,..L-:-A-=B-:-L-=E--=F=-o=-R=---=9-=7=--9:::-:8:-:-:-1-a-nd 2
Bedroom , furnished and unfurnished apartments on 1 0 or 12
month lease . 1-2 persons . 94 7
4th Street. Water!Trash paid. No
pets. Call for appointment 3487746.
5/5
-=-s=E:-::IT==S'""IN,..G=E-=R-A:-:P=-cA:-:R=-=T=M-:-:E=:N:-:-:T=s . 1
Block East Old Main . 1-2
Bedroom Apartment Fall ' 97 ,
Spring
' 98 .
Completely
Furnished . 9 month individual
lease. Call 345-7136 .
5/5
a=--=B-=E==D'""R=-=o=-co=-M:-:-:H...,.o=-u:-:-:::-s=E--:1:-:4-=o-=-9 9th
Newly remodeled , Hardwood
floor, New kitchen/bath. $200/person + utilities. No pets. Must see.
708-386-3240 leave message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2/12

31 New York's - Island
35 Swellhead's
problem
36 Number of
mousquetaires
3&1nvited
39 Unofficial
Australian
"anthem "
43 Anon's partner
44 --objection
(go along)
45 Nurse's bag
46Lax
49 Garden tool
so Molly Bloom ' s
last word in
"Ulysses"
51 Pot builder
53 Torture
chamber item
55 Well-to-do

4-~B~E~D~R~O~O~M~H~O~U~S~E:-:S-1606

11TH, 319 Madison, 1-3 Bedroom
Apt. 415 Harrison 348-5032
2/25
-=-1--=B==E==D'""R""'0::-:0::-:M:-:---:A:-:P==T=. -:-1--:B=L-=o=cK N.
1/$350, 2/350 , furnished , 10/12
mo. lease. 345-6621 . Leave message.
2/13
7
4
-=B=-=E=-=D=-=R""'o=-o=-M:-:-:H--:-0=-:-:U::::S-;:-E::::S, -;-;;1
0 MO
LEASE . Trash, parking included .
1 block N. of campus . On 9th
Street. 4 or 5 people. NO PETS !
Leave Message. 345-6621 .
2/13
-=s:-:u,.,.-M=M"""E=R~
' 9::-::7,..-0-=-:-:N:-:LY,. .,_
.....,F=-u-rn""""'i-..,.shed 5
bedroom apartment. One efficiency period. Phone 345-7225.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5/5

clips
PHI GAMMA NU Active meeting tonight at 5:30p.m. in LH 122.
PHI BETA LAMBDA meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in Lumpkin 021 .
STUDENT VOLUNTEER CENTER SVC Board tonight at 6 p.m. in the
Paris Room .
STUDENT VOLUNTEER CENTER Faith & Light tonight. We will be
working with the developmentally disabled adults. If you need a ride to
St. Charles meet at the Newman Center at 6:45 p.m.
STUDENT VOLUNTEER CENTER There will be no tutoring today or
tomorrow at the Newman Center.
MULTI-CULTURAL STUDENT UNION meeting tonight at 6 :30 p.m. in
the Heritage room-MLK Union . Everyone is welcome.
PHI SIGMA PI weekly meeting tonight at 6 :30 p.m. for the initiates; 7
p.m. is the regular meeting for everyone in the Effingham room . After
meeting everyone is invited to go to Jerry's Pizza.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Sacrament of Reconcil iation tonight
from 8-9 p.m. at the Newman Chapel , located at the corner of 9th and
Lincoln.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Mass will be held at 12:05 p.m. at the
Newman Chapel.
TAYLOR & CO. meeting tonight at 7 p.m in the Taylor lobby. Be there!
BLACK STUDENT UNION meeting tonight at 6 p.m. in the CharlestonMattoon room.
MISS BLACK EIU PAGEANT COORDINATORS meeting tonight from
5-6 p.m. in the Oakland room .
ALPHA PHI OMEGA 50th Anniversary Committee Mtg . tonight at 8
p.m. in Lawson Lobby.
PSYCHOLOGY CLUB tonight at 6 p.m . in the Psych lounge. Come
find out what your dreams really mean.
BLACK STUDENT UNION Essay Contest applications can be picked
up in the Student Life Office or at BSU meeting. Deadline extended to
2/13 by 4 p.m.
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN STUDENT CENTER Midnight Bible Study
tonight at midnight at the center.
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN STUDENT CENTER Tuesday Evening Bible
Study tonight at 6:30 p.m. in Lawson Hall. Topic is Core Values. Call
Laura at 581-3898 for details.
STUDENT INVESTMENT SOCIETY Informal meeting tonight at 6:30
p.m. at Pagliali 's Pizza. Bring $5 and come Socialize. Anyone needing
rides call Aaron@ 345-1609 or Doug@ 348-5122 .
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit campus organizational event. No parties or fundraising activities and events will be printed. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily
Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF
EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as
a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday,
Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT
be published . No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is illegible or
contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN . Clips may be edited for
available space.

59 Gut-wrenching
feeling
63 1939 Andrews
Sisters hit
86-- ideal
(perfect model)
67 "Camelot"
tunesmith
68 Mariner Ericson
69 Memo abbr.
70 Winter hazard
71 Advanced

DOWN
1 Steven of Apple
computers
2 Once more
3 Prefix with
phone
40oze
5 Encountered
6 Biblical verb
ending
7 "Beg your
pardon "
8 Bridge action
9 One of the
Carringtons, on
"Dynasty"
10 Largest of the
United Arab
Emirates
11 Fluent
12 Author Jaffe
13 "- - - to differ! "
18 Pacific Fleet
admiral of
W.W. II
19 Lady's partner
23 Letters from
Calvary
24 Den fathers
26 Drain

27 Century plant
28 Automaton
30 Go-getter
32 Loquacious
33 Jockey Arcaro
34 - - -foot oil
37 Daub
40 Demonstration
test
41 Singer Paul
42 Cobbler's tip
47 Slight
48 Base runner's
stat
52 Register
54 Small hill

58 Shade giver
60 Open delight
61 Scrape, as the
knee
56 Podiatrists'
62 Electee of 1 908
concerns
84 Female with a
57 Potential
wool coat
Guinness Book
65 Tennis call
entry

55 "Dancing
Queen " pop
group
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VanSlyke attempting comeback with Cardinals
ST. LOUIS (AP) - Andy Van
Slyke, who retired after the 1995
season due to back problems, is
trying to make a comeback with
his original team.
St. Louis Cardinals manager
Tony La Russa , who needs a
backup third baseman and wants
a reserve infielder who hits lefthanded, has invited Van Slyke to
training camp as a non-roster
player. Van Slyke, 36, won five

Gold Gloves as a center fielder,
but started out as an erraticthrowing third baseman with the
Cardinals in 1984.
Van Slyke, who retired from
the Philadelphia Phillies after the
1995 season , has undergone a
strenuous offseason workout program.
He said he's been working out
since August, including stints at
the St. Louis Rams ' facility. Van

Slyke says he has no physical
problems and intends to report to
St. Petersburg, Fla., next week.
"My back problems are always
going to be in the attic," Van
Slyke said. "If it comes to the
point where it's going to keep me
from playing, I'll go back home."
Van Slyke's age isn't likely to
be a factor in his comeback bid.
The Cardinals have the two
oldest pitchers in the major

leagues (Rick Honeycutt and
Dennis Eckersley, both 42).
There's also left-bander Tony
Fossas, 39, and third baseman
Gary Gaetti, 38.
" I'm not relatively close to
being the oldest guy on the
team," Van Slyke said. "I don ' t
believe I can apply for an AARP
card yet. " Other infielders who
could make the team are former
top draft pick Aaron Holbert and

David Bell. Both players are out
of minor-league options, but both
bat right-handed.
Van Slyke has no expectations
about playing time.
"It's better playing a little on a
good team than a lot on a bad
team," he said.
Van Slyke is a two-time AllStar and he played in three playoff series with the Pittsburgh
Pirates from 1990-92.

Wildcats' Byrdsong done at end of hoops season
EVANSTON (AP) - Ricky Byrdsong was fired
Monday as basketball coach of struggling Northwestern
but will remain on the job through the end of the season
- unless his players want him to leave sooner.
"We are concerned with the lack of progress the men's
basketball team has made during the past three years,"
athletic director Rick Taylor said. "The university
believes the program needs to be headed in a different
direction and that it is appropriate to make a change at
this juncture. "
Byrdsong, 40, did not attend the news conference but
released a statement that he would let his players decide
whether he coaches the Wildcats' final seven games of

LESTER

the season. They next play Thursday at Ohio State.
"Consider it all joy, my brethren, when you encounter
various trials knowing that the testing of your faith produces endurance," Byrdsong said in the statement, quoting the Bible.
While Northwestern's football program has been one
of the great success stories, the basketball squad has gone
from bad to worse.
Saturday's 56-44 loss to Wisconsin dropped the
Wi ldcats to 6-16, including to 1-10 in the Big Ten , a
record shared with Penn State.
Now in his fourth season at Northwestern, the easygoing Byrdsong has a 33-72 record. His teams at

Northwestern have been hard hit by transfers and
injuries.
Taylor said he would begin looking for a replacement.
"We will do a very diligent search and come up with a
very good basketball coach," he said.
In February 1994, Byrdsong took his infamous stroll,
leaving the Northwestern team's bench during a game at
Minnesota, wandering into the stands and slapping hands
with Gopher fans and their mascot. After a leave of
absence, Byrdsong returned as Northwestern 's coach.
Byrd song, 40, became the Wildcats ' coach in 1993,
succeeding Bill Foster who resigned to become interim
athletic director.

frompagel2

explain his views on gender equity more
clearly, stating that an athlete - whether
male or female - should be looked at as
just that, an athlete.
Yet, McDuffie's problem is that he has
moved from job to job about as frequently
as a really bad professional ath lete or
coach. In other words , the last thing
Eastern's ath letic department needs right
about now is an athletic director who has
trouble staying in one place.
Finalist Ted Aceto, though, is just the
opposite. Aceto began his athletic director

career at Villanova and spent 19 years at
the school.
Now I'm no genius, but when a guy can
spend nearly 20 years at a major Division
I school he has to be doing something
right.
Currently he is the athletic director at
Florida International and has been there
for four years now.
During my interview with him he
pointed out that experience is necessary in
the world of college sports. I agree and
there is no doubt that Aceto has it.

Aceto also didn't "you know what"
about having a clear and direct plan
before moving the Panther athletic department in the right direction.
Now, there was one avid Panther fan
who told me that all Aceto kept referring
to during his meeting with the community
was what he did at Villanova.
This fan also stressed Eastern is no
Villanova In other words, this person did
not think Aceto could relate to Eastern's
needs. True, Eastern does not even
deserve to be mentioned in the same sen-

tence as Villanova.
But like I said before, Aceto has experience at a big-name Division I athletic program and it is this experience that is
behind my reason to say that Aceto should
be the next athletic director at Eastern.
Of course, it is Eastern President David
Jorns that has the final say in who
becomes the next athletic director of
Eastern.
Yes, I know I' m just a student but
maybe you could consider my opinion just
this once.

advertising
For Rent

For Sale

Announcements

Announcements

Personals

Personals

FOR LEASE 710 Buchanan . 3
bedroom. 1 Bath . 10 month
lease.
2/24
=Fo==R~R=E=N~T~:~B~O~T=T~O~M~L~EVEL
HOUSE. 3 PEOPLE. 1 block from
campus. Call 348-8679 for info.
2/13
7
A
P=-A:-::R:-=T::-M::-::E::-N:=T:7M::-o-:-de_r_n-=2-:-b-e-:-dr.oo m
apartment for 2 girls at Campus
Square Apartments. Call Campus
Rentals at 345-3100 between 3-9
p.m.
2/13
7
=Fo=-R=-=R:-::E::-N:=T-=-F:-:-U:-::R""'N::-::IS:-:-H-:-::E=D:-A
:PTSLease + Security required . NO
PETS 348-0699 after 5 p.m. or
leave message.
2/25
=-3.-4:-,-::A-:-N:-::D-.,5=-=B=Eo""'R=-o=-o=-M~H-:-::OU SES for next school year. 3480009.
2/18
7
1 ~A-:-N::-::D:--:-2-::B:-::E:-::0:-::R:-:O"'"'O""'M~A~P~T for
next school year. 620 5th Street.
348-0009 .
2/18
A~PT=.-o=-N~T:-:-H::-::E~S7
Q~U-=-A~R~E~FOR
RENT @ $225/Person for 8 people. 10 or 12 mo . lease starts
Aug. 1. Call Steve 849-3172 ,
leave message.
2/17
2=-~B=E=o""'R=-0~0-:-:M:----:-:N::-:1C""'E=L-:-Y.,........:::F U RNISHED. Low utilities . Trash ,
water paid . 10 mo . lease . 3455048.
2/13
=TW~O:---::B::-:E=o=R=-o=-o~M:. ~2-=B·ATH
APARTMENT FOR 4-5 PEOPLE.
Water, Trash pd. $175 each . One
Bedroom apartment, 1 Block from
Old Main. $260.00. 345-6967.
2/13
=rw-=-=o-=B:-::E:-::Dc::Rc:::Oc:::O::-M::-:H-:cO:::-:U-:-:S::-:E:-cF=-o:R 4
PEOPLE. 1 Block from Old Main.
$175 ea . 345-6967.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2/13

FOUND : 3 Sets of keys. Claim in
Thomas Hall Lobby.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2/11

SAVE MONEY Wednesday Feb .
12 (8 a.m.-2 p.m.) ROTC is selling tickets for McDonalds value
meals. Price of coupon is $1 .50.
Value at counter is $2 .00 .
(Coupon sold inside McDonalds.)
2/11
E=lc:-U::-M~o-=c-:-:K:-:T=R=I-=-A-:-L-=T=E~A-=-M-:-:-WI LL
HOLD A PUBLIC TRIAL tonight 7
p.m. Coleman Auditorium CH
120. All are welcome.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2/11

ATTN ALL NRHH members :
Meeting tonight at 6 p.m . in the
Kansas Room! See you there!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2/11

BOB DUNCAN OF SIG EPHappy 21st birthday. Tau Love ,
Kathy
2/11
T=I=F=F:, ~T=A:-:-Y-:-,---:-:N-=-A=T.---=c:-cA:-::T==FISH ,
ZELDA, CINFUL , BE-D-O AND
MS . SERENITY, If it wasn 't for
you, l'da quit weeks ago. Thanx 4
everything!!! Shelle
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2/12

MIKE BUTTERBACH: Thank you
for the Valentine 's Day candy.
You 're a GREAT SIGMA MAN!
Love the ladies of Tri-Sigma !
2/11
N~lC~O""L~E::--:N-:-:E=U:-:-M:-::-:-A-:-N::--::0:-::F:-:T R ISIGMA: You did a great job with
the informational party. Fall Rush
is going to be a huge success!!
Love, your sisters.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2/11

For Sale
FENDER TWIN REVERB, TUBE
AMP. $450 345-5425.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2/17

STEREO ON SALE $600
Optimus
receiver-surround
sound . Optimus dual cassettes
deck dubbing . Optimus CD player, one CD changer. 2 20 inch
woofers! Excellent condition . 5813289 .
2/21
-=G::-::1B'""S:-::0:-:-N::-L:-:E=s=-=pA.,...,U-:-:L--=E:-:LE=c~TRI C
GUITAR: Perfect condition . Wine
red , gold trim. $650. 345-5425.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2/17

Personals
CARRIE LABARGE , We hope
you had a great 21st! Love ,
Kaiser, Michelle, + Alyson .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2/11

Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

Lost &Found
LOST: FIVE CHARMS FOR A
NECKLACE . CHARMS ARE A
BEAR, A CAT, CLASS OF 1991 ,
#1 GODCHILD, AND A CROSS.
Toni 581-2473 . Return to
Pemberton Hall Front Desk.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2/13

Announcements
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!!
GRANTS & SCHOLARSHIPS
AVAILABLE FROM SPONSORS!!! NO REPAYMENTS ,
EVER!!! $$$CASH FOR COLLEGE$$$ FOR INFO: 1-800243-2435.
2/28
::-Lo=-o~K:-:-IN:-::G~TO~S=T:-:-A~R=T-,S~I~NGLE
PARENT/STUDENT
SUPPORT/PLAY
GROUP.
Parents with children 1-3 years of
age please call Kristen at 5813498 .
2/11
P=-A.,...,N~T=H~E=R-=S-A~N=o--=c-:-A=P~ONES

NOW AVAILABLE FOR PRIVATE
FUNCTIONS. 6000 square feet of
party space. 348-0288.
-:-:----cc:----:---:-:--=-.,.,...~-·2/17
Advertise in the Daily Eastern
News Classified Section . Call
581-2812

__________HNOO

MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

BY MIKE PETERS
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Parcells takes over for Jets STRINGER
NEW YORK (AP) -Bill Parcells will take over
as coach of the New York Jets immediately, under
a deal brokered Monday by NFL commissioner
Paul Tagliabue.
New England will get New York ' s first-round
draft pick in 1999, the Jets ' second-round pick in
1998 and their third- and fourth-round picks this
year. In addition, the Jets will make a $300,000
contribution to the Patriots ' charitable foundation.
New England had insisted that the price for
Parcells would be the Jets ' No. 1 pick this year the top pick in the NFL draft. New York had the
worst record in the NFL last season, going 1-15.
"Ultimately, there were wide differences on how
this would have to be resolved," Tagliabue said.
"But ultimately, we got it resolved."
Parcells didn ' t attend the meeting , but TV
crews, fans and passersby waited in the lobby in
hopes of seeing the coach, who led the Patriots to
the Super Bowl this season.
Patriots owner Robert Kraft, Jets owner Leon

Hess, Jets president Steve Gutman and lawyers for
both sides attended the meeting.
The Parcells controversy has plagued the NFL
since the Patriots lost 35-21 to Green Bay in the
Super Bowl two weeks ago.
Three days later, Tagliabue ruled that Parcells
remained the property of New England as a coach
or in a "comparable position" until Feb. 1, 1998,
the expiration date of his contract.
Parcells resigned following the Super Bowl and
last week the Jets hired him as a consultant, part of
a six-year contract signed Friday that called for
him to take over as coach and general manager the
following the 1997 season. The deal calls for him
to coach at least four of those years.
Bill Belichick, his longtime associate , was
appointed coach for this season just last week.
Under Monday 's settlement, it appeared Belichick
would become assistant head coach.
Kraft called the consultant's agreement a sham,
and the issue went back to Tagliabue.

Shooting for the records: With
the season winding down , two
Panthers have legitimate
chances to earn themselves a
spot in the record books.
Last year Hughes had 41
wins, which is the fourth most
single-season wins in Panther
history. This year he has 30, and
is only five shy of once again
placing in the top 10 . Ed
Torrejon and Terry Murphy are
tied for first with 43.
Pena is only eight wins short
of earning a spot in the top 10
for career victories. His career
record currently stands at 88-45,
while AI Ordonez holds onto
the 1Oth spot with a 96-41
record.

from page 12

He can even eclipse
McCausland's record, which is
98-25-2 and good for No. 8 on
the list.
The final stretch: The Panthers
now only have two dual meets
left on their schedule and need
victories in both to finish 5-5 ,
which would be their first nonlosing season since 1993-94
when they were 7-5 .
The Panthers face Marquette
(3-3) on Sunday and close out
their regular season Feb. 23
with a home meet against
Eastern Michigan at 7:30 p.m.
in Lantz Gym.
-compiled by Chad Merda

Rodman back, respect Jordan's future still in the air
from teammates gone
CHICAGO (AP) - Michael
Jordan and Scottie Pippen no
longer respect Dennis Rodman ,
whose most recent suspension
showed the Chicago Bulls' stars
that the " Worm " cares only
about himself.
Rodman returns Tuesday
night after sitting out 11 games
for kicking a cameraman - his
third suspension in 1 1/2 seasons with the Bulls - and Pippen
isn't sure Rodman is willing or
able to avoid future trouble.
" All I know is that Dennis
doesn ' t give a damn about most
things," Pippen said. " I'm not
sure he's capable of learning
any lessons from his suspensions. I don ' t expect him ever to
change because if he did , he
wouldn't be the Worm, the personality he has invented for
himself."
As for Rodman's relationship

with Jordan, " We have no relationship," Jordan said.
When Rodman takes the court
Tuesday against the Charlotte
Homets, he undoubtedly will be
cheered by the sellout crowd at
the United Center.
After all, the cross-dressing,
hair-dyeing, referee-baiting forward helped the Bulls win the
NBA title last season. And
Rodman, the league's rebounding leader, has promised to
demonstrate his love for
Chicago fans by donating his
salary from the next 11 games to
charity.
But Jordan and Pippen are
wary.
What will the Worm do next?
Will it be bad enough for NBA
commissioner David Stern to
banish Rodman from the league
forever? Jordan is prepared for
the worst.

CLEVELAND (AP) - There
will never be another All-Star
game like it. Nothing will ever
quite match the spectacle of the
greatest players in NBA history
being introduced together.
There also may never be another All-Star game with Michael
Jordan participating. Jordan
apparently is wavering on
whether he will return to the
Chicago Bulls next season.
"It could have been the last. I
don ' t have a problem saying
that," Jordan said after recording
the first triple-double in All-Star
game history as the East beat the
West 132-120 Sunday.
"It showed that I could still
play with these guys no matter
how old I am, and have a good
time doing so. If this so happens
to be my last All-Star game,
believe me, I've been very happy
to entertain the fans in whatever
capacity I have in the last nine
years."
It almost sounded like a

farewell statement from the
game's greatest player, who had
said Saturday that he wants to
come back to the Bulls next season if coach Phil Jackson also
wants to retum.
Less than two weeks ago ,
Jordan sounded cettain that he'd
be back.
"Nobody can put a time frame,
or a time limit, on something you
love. Right now I love the game,"
he said at the time. "I hope to fulfill all those expectations of winning a championship and go right
into next year."
So what gives? Is he coming
back next season or not? The
answer - the definitive answer won't come until the Bulls finish
the season. Chicago takes a 42-6
record into the second half of the
season, and a record-breaking 73
victories isn't out of the question.
The season resumes Tuesday
night with 12 games, including
Jordan and the Bulls against the
Charlotte Hornets and All-Star

MVP Glen Rice. Dennis Rodman
will be back for Chicago after
serving an 11-game suspension
for kicking a cameraman.
The Bulls seem certain to lock
up the No. 1 playoff seed in the
East, but it's a different story in
the West where the Los Angeles
Lakers, Houston Rockets, Utah
Jazz and Seattle SuperSonics are
within three games of one another.
Obviously, the season still has
plenty of excitement left.
But once it's over, will Chicago
owner Jerry Reinsdorf, who is
paying Jordan $30.1 million this
season, offer $40 million for next
season? Or $45 million? Or $50
million? By linking his future
with Jackson's, Jordan could be
doing his coach a favor - forcing
the Bulls to rehire Jackson before
he' ll definitively commit to coming back.
If he does retum, Jordan would
certainly be voted into the starting
lineup for the 1998 All-Star game
at Madison Square Garden.

99 Large I Item Pizza

$
999
10 inch I item

Soup f1 Sandwich

$3.75

plustax

Plate Lunch

$125
ltJ

plus tax

Gin f:l
Tonic

Hacienda Steak
Sandwich

Co:ngrat:u_lat:io:ns
t:o t:he '"'on-.en of

DELTA ZETA
on t-heir acadcn-.ic achicven-.cnt.s
£or t.he Fall Semest-er 1996

4.0

SURPRISE
YOUR
FRIEND!

Happy 8-day KT!

Place a

It's p ayb a ck time
we love you b a b y
love - the Girls

A ••J. Kieffer

3.5-3.9
.......................................................................................................................
Tnntmy Birch
Olga Ghur
Alli s on Lenry
Kelli M:ulow
Christen Mnzurtt
Altty Ross
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Tifftmy Koontz
Jennifer Montgontery
IJnurn 1\'(oore
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Tnntrtt N>~ntz
Amelin Nelson
Knren Orobin
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Tara .Jennings
Betlutny Mnnley
Annn M>tyer
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Courtny \Vebb
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Alicin l~oppe
'J)•nt Benson
1\'Iegnn Bergin
Jncqueline Bernnrd
S>tr>th Borden IGrcher
Tristn Chnlupn

Shnron Chnrette
Ginn Onvy
Anuutd>J OesRenutux
C>Jtherine DeGreve
Christinn Ferguson
S>Jra Groom
Julie Hnrtl~e
Trney Hnugh
D>Jnlee Heinz
Anuutd>J Kelly
Melissn Funl<

Kristen Herrnutnn
Erin King
Anne Lesniesld
Tttrtt Myers eough
Dnwn Poppengn
Courtney Shttne
Kntie T>J.ntmeus
Alyssa TerHnrr
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Right?
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Even without Eastern, Mid-Con still competitive
Editor's note: This is the first in a two-part
series comparing the Ohio Valley
Conference to the Mid-Continent
Conference.

By DREW GRANGER
and MATI WILSON
Staff writers
Eastern Illinois' women basketball team
went through a big change this year.
The Lady Panthers jumped from the MidContinent Conference to prowl the Ohio
Valley Conference.
According to Valparaiso head coach Keith
Freeman , Eastern ' s departure has not
changed the Mid-Con much.
"Eastem is a good school, but I don't know
if it had any major impact or not," he said.
"We added Oral Roberts and Southern Utah
which are two good basketball teams."
As of Feb. 8, 1996, Buffalo was the top
team in the Mid-Con, with a conference
record of9-2. Central Connecticut was bringing up the rear of the conference with a
record of 0-11.

FLV

Through Feb. 9, 1997, Youngstown State
was in first place in the Mid-Con. Their
record is 10-2. Central Connecticut is once
again at the bottom, having posted a record of
0-10.
Chicago State head coach Kimberly
McQuarter said the Mid-Con has one distinguishing strength this year.
"The teams are equal in competitiveness
and they keep on getting better and better,"
she said. "The conference has moved up in
the rankings and I feel that has to do with the
addition of the two new teams."
Things do not seem to have changed much
since Eastem's departure.
Freeman would disagree with that statement.
" Our conference is strong," he said.
"Stronger than it has ever been before."
McQuarter said the conference as a whole
had no weaknesses.
"The weakness in the conference is not a
conference thing," she said. "The conference
as a whole is not weak, but certain teams in
the conference are weak. The weaknesses of
the conference have to do with the weakness-

from page 12 - - - - - -

four.
Eastern was led in scoring by
junior center Allison Lee, who had
19 points while Laska added eight.
A layup by Laska at the 15:57
mark of the first half put the
Panthers up 8-6, but the Panthers
would never see the lead again.
After this, the Lady Eagles went
on a 14-0 run, and they never
looked back.
In this run , Osborn hit two of
her threes and Tori Crosby came
off the bench to score four of her
17 points.
Eastern went on a 15-7 run to
cut the lead down to 29-27.
Garbova had five points in this
run, while Lee added four.
Morehead responded with a 9-0
run to end the half. Crosby added
four points while Griffeth hit the
fu·st of a trio of three's.
The Lady Eagles statied the sec-

ond half where they left off in the
first half with the last of the threes
by Osborn. The biggest point differential in the second half was 23
points , which the Lady Eag les
enjoyed four tin1es in the half.
"Morehead really has been
playing well and they played a
tremendous game tonight," Klein
said. "They came out and took it
to us. We were never really in the
game."
The closest Eastem could come
in the second half was when freshman center Leah Aldrich scored
two of her three points to cut the
lead to 13 at 75-62.
Murray State scored the last six
points of the game all from the
foul line to end the game.
With this loss, the Panthers are
now on a two-game losing streak.
This after being on a three-game
winning streak.

es of certain teams, not the conference as a
whole."
Eastem has had its ups and downs in the
OVC this season, but looks to have benefited
from the change.
Last year at this time Eastem was in seventh place in the Mid-Con with a 4-6 record.
This year Eastem is tied for fourth place in
the OVC with a 6-6 record.
Southeast Missouri head coach Ed At-zen
believes the addition ofEastem Illinois to the
OVC will strengthen the conference.
"Well, I think that Eastem is very competitive," he said. "They make the conference
stronger."
Eastem Kentucky head coach Lany Inman
does not think Eastemlllinois plays a style all
that different from the other OVC teams and
agrees that the Lady Panthers will make the
OVC more competitive.
"The offenses that they rw1 are vety sin1ilar
to some of the other teams in the league.
They bring a very balanced team" he said.
" If you look at competitiveness, they
bring in a vety competitive team. I think John
Klein has done a great job. TI1ey are a class

SWEEP

from page

in the last 12 minutes of play Eastern eventually turned what
looked like a Morehead win into a
close game, taking a 67-64 lead
with just over five minutes to play.
Morehead eventually got to
within one at 75-74 with under a
minute to go in the game but the
Panthers iced the win on two free
throws by Kurt Cuffle with 13
ticks left on the clock.
For the game, the Panthers 78
percent from the charity stripe
while the Eagles managed to hit
on only 71 percent of its free
throws.
"We put ourselves in a position
to win the game on the road ,"
Samuels said. " We hit some big
shots down the stretch and our
free throw shooting was big at the
end."
Besides shooting nearly 80 percent from the line, the Panthers

team. The team is competitive but it's a clean
team."
While most teams in the OVC are fastpaced tean1s, the style of play in the Mid-Con
varies from team to team.
The OVC has not suffered a big turn
around, as a conference, either. Although
Middle Tennessee, one of last year 's cochampions, has sunk to eighth place this season, the other, Austin Peay, remains among
the conferences top teams. In fact only
Middle Tennessee and last year's No.3 ,
Southeast Missouri have suffered major drop
offs.
Arzen believes the conference has avoided
a major shift in the balance of power due to
Eastem's an-ivai.
"The balance of power is something where
who's on top one year will be different next
year," he said. "I think Eastem will make
things competitive."
Inman also believes Eastem has improved
the conference's competitiveness, without
causing a big shift.
" Well, I don't necessarily think it shifted
the balance of power," he said. "But, they've

12~===---------"=---------

also used a balanced scoring attack
to take a win that leaves them in
third place in the conference.
Cuflle led the team with his 17point perf01mance and Kaye, who
had been in a shooting slump,
poured in 16 points.
John Smith also reached double
figures by scoring 14 points and
Chad Peckinpaugh added 12
points in the win. The Panthers
shot 39.7 percent from the field in
the win.
Morehead State tried to counter
from three-point land but managed
to hit just 6-of-22 shots from
three-point land. From inside the
arc, the Eagles shot only 35.3 percent. Leading Morehead in scoring
was Coomler with 21 points.
Doug Wyciskalla added 17 points
and Chris Stone was the other
Eagle in double figures with 13
points.

In the first half it looked as if
Morehead would have its way
with the Panthers. The Eag les
went ahead 17-10 early in the
opening 20 minutes before the
Panthers pulled to within three at
22-19 midway through.
The Eagles would not give up,
though, and managed to play well
enough to take a 35-34 lead at the
break.
Now the Panthers will have two
nights off before taking a trip to
Tennessee-Martin to face the
Skyhawks - a team that cunently
sits in eighth place in the conference.
" I want to see our team play
well," Samuels said. "TennesseeMartin played extremely well the
last time they played us and we
don 't wm1t that to happen again.
We just have to come out and play
with the desire to win."

Happy Valentineqs Day
Place a VALENTINE'S DAY
PERSONAL in the February 13th
edition of the

ell that special someone exactly how you
feel about them!
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Better Ingredients.
Better" Pizza.
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I love you Jason
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------ ------ ----(1X1)
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valentine baby
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L: __
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Panth.ers clip·Ea.gles' wings
Men's basketball team
completes season
sweep with 79-76.win

. ~ BRIAN l-ESTER
Sports editor
-~-

Former Villanova
athletic director right
guy for vacant AD
post at Eastern

'

OK.-the intcr\'iew pr >ces of
Ea. tern's athletic .director search
i, finally out ~~r the' ay - )hat's
a relief - and the :-earch commit·
tee can now hcgin the proce ~ of
eliminating the field of four
finali ' IS 10 Olll' .
:'llo''~ j t. !> oiH ious tha t the
~onin1irt ce member~ have
formed their ,, pinion~ of'' ho
the} thtnk \\ OUIJ be \\ Orlh) of
tai.tng the Jll b and \\ho the~
thint. needs 'tan applying for
another :Hhll'tt..: director opeil·
in g.
But hey. th.at Joe ·n't mean I
haven't fo rmcJ 111) optni on of
which of th ~ fo ur ca ndidates I
thin'k de~ene . the hardly impk
job of movi ng Panther athletic.
in the right dtrection. After all. I
al o had the opportunity to talk
with all four of them.
Before I ann ounce my decision on who fbelieve will be the
next athleiic direc tor at Ea tern.
let me give yo u. the readers. a
brief rundown of each candidate.
Paul Lucken. a former member of the Panther athletic . taff.
obviously ha omewhat of an
edge ince he used to work here.
Lueken does believe that getting
tile alumni and corporate sponsors involved in improving the
financial statu of the athletic
department. He also thinks he
could bring a young and enthusiastic image to Eastern.
Whether or not hi~ past experience at Eastern and his aims of
Wging a new look to Eastern
art good enough to land him the
job remain to be seen.
Candidate Tom Spicer, the
current athletic director at Fort
Hays State in Kansas , did not
hesitate to point out the concerns
the community has about the
Panther athletic program and he
believes having a solid relationship between the community, the
school and the athletic department is essential in running an
athletic department.
For Spicer, it all comes down
to communication. As if that is
not obviou . I guess if he has
any advantage it is in the fact
that he seems like a people person and he is in tuned to th e
needs of what the people want.
One problem. though, his current athletic director job has
been his only athletic director
job. meaning he isn' t quite the
most experienced guy for a job
that requires some experience.
Southeast Mi . ouri State athletic director Richard McDuffie
was al o a finali s t for the job.
Now. the fact that he is an athletic director at an Ohio Valley
Conference chool i a good
thing.
McDuffie also seemed to
See LESTER page 9

.•

By BRIAN LES~ER
Sports ediwr
In Monday night' 79-76 win over Morche~d
StniC. th~ Panther basketball team cll!arl y had tiS
. hare of trouble:. too ercome.
.
Bes ides havi ng Conya Robinson . Keith
Hibbler and Rahsaan Johnson !>USpcnded fur the
game because of a curfew iolati on. Panther
head coach ·Rl ·k Samuel~ '' a:> to:-.scd out of the
game in the , e Q.(ld half after collecting t\ o
.te hnical fouL wh~:n his team trai led by' 13.
,
UfllU\ll' Jrew tht' teohtl~-n) ~IHlSC he dill
not like th~: fact thut the offiti.tls ' ere' 11\l~ Ina~ :
ing call., h th ''a~~ But the Panther:- were not ahoUl · l~l be ·wept .
on thl!ir K~nuu:I.) r'oatl trip. a the:) eventually
took a 6 t-60 lcatl with It:. :. than eight 11linutcs to
pia, he fore h:n1ging on for the three-point 'ictor .

· The Panthers arc now 11 - 10 O\Cralt and 8-5
in the Ohio \ 'a llev onf'crence "hilc. the Eagles
drop to 6- 1:'i m'cra ll and -t-9 in co nfe rence
a tion ..
Samuels \\ a.' plealled with hi t eam · ~ effort on
the road de!ipitc all of the ad crsit• .
"I' m proutl of the wa we came back to v in."
Samuels ~a id in a post-game radio inter iew
· Monday night. "I wa. wof1:ied I had dug a hole
for us when I was ejected. but our guy. got the
job done."
•
· Easte rn quickl y fdUriU ll e lf In tHe Ht11~
Samuels referred to afte~ trailing by just ohe at
the break.
·
The Panthers tied the game at 38-38 on a
Rick Kaye lay-in but with Morehead State' Lee
Coomler coring six of the team · next 12
points. the Panthers were facing a 50-41 deficit
with under I5 minutes to pi!\}'.
After the Panthers pulled to within 10 at 54photographer 44, the momentum tiegan tilting in Eastern's
JuniQF:/orward Conya Robinsonfightsfora rebourul during last Saturday's 86-761oss to
favor.
Austin Peay. The Panthers rebounded from an 82-72 loss to Eastern Kentucky oi1 Sarurdcay
Behind solid free throw shooting - I 6-of-21
by beating Morehead State 79-76 Monday night on the road.
See SWEEP page I I

Eagl~s

fly by Lady Panthers 81-62

By MATT WILSON
Staff writer
The Lady Panther basketball
team drop~ out of fourth place
in the Ohio Valley Conference
Monday night after falling to the
Morehead State 81 -62 in
Morehead, Ky.
" We won't get a first round
game if we keep losing games,''
Lady Panther head coach John
Kle in aid in a postgame radio
interview. "We· need to start turning things around or we might be
fighting for a playoff spot."

..

OVC scoring leader Amy
· Kieckbusch was too much for the
Lady Panthers to handle . She
scored a game-high 24 points on
9-for-15 shooting.
Junior forward Barbora
Garbova, Eastern's leading scorer
coming into the game. had I I
points on 5-of- 18 shooting to go
along with her game-high 12
rebounds. She was I -for-6 from
three-point land, hitting the only
three for the Panthers.
Morehead State (7-6 in the
OVC, 9-12 overall ) hit seven
threes . The team was led by

Ailsha Grtffeth and Allison
Osborn who each had three. The
other three was hit by Hilary
Swisher.
"'They shoot extremely well."
Klein said. ''They have a really
strong inside game and that 's
what we were focusing on but we
had a tough time focusing in on
that in ide game and at the same
time struggled to stop their outside shooting."
Eastern (6-7 in the OVC. I 0- I I
overall) was al o out-assisted 2517. The Lady Panthers were led
by junior guard Jess Laska with

e1.ght ass1sts wh1le Grtffeth ,
K.ieckbusch and Osborn each had
six assi rs to lead the Lady
Eagles.
"Jess Laska did a g~ job at
the point guard position, but other
than that the other players just
played fairly well." Klein said.
"Nobody really stepped up."
Once again turnovers plagued
the Lady Panthers. commiuing I 7
to go along with their I 7 assists.
Morehead State committed nine
turnovers. Laska committed five
turnovers while Garbova added
..
Su FlY pagt II

J·unior college ·transfer making progress
Last year the Panther wreslling squad saw
an immediate impact with junior college
transfer Matt Hughes and is eeing a similar
impact from lim Stringer.
Stringer, ( 142, I5-7) is coming off hi narrow 7· 6 victory Sunday against Southern
Illinois Univer ity-Edwardsville.
La 1 year at Lassen Community College 111
Su an illc, Calif., Stringer was .a JUnior college national qualifier but wa hurt early in
the tournament.
"') had a pretty high expectation (of
Stringer)." head coach Ralph McCau. land
said. "I expected him to come in with maturity
~

and experience and he' done that."
Earlier in the season. Stringer wa plagued
with injuries as were many of hi fellow
Panthers. and McCau land said he i making
nice progress after overcoming tho e injuries:
Stringer has now won hi Ia t three matche . including a victory by pin again. t Chicago
Sta!e's A-ndre Taylor.
Not o~ l y are Hu ghe. and Dn' c Pena
expectcd to make return trip to the national
tournament. but McCau. land al-;o anticipate
Stringer makjng an appearance al,o.
"I t ink he should be in a itl.lation t<1 be
seeded No.. Tat rcgi~nal. : · McCau: land said.

The other junior college guys: Senior John
Wells (I 34) is al o a tran. fer from Las en who
i seeing ucce . After itting out much of
last year b cause of academic ineligibility,
Wells ha · compiled a 12-9 record. winning
t\ o of hi!> Ia ·t three matches.
\ On the flip ide, not all of the community
c~ tran fcrs have . cen . imilar succe• .
Tom Cumbe. ( IJ4l. abo a Lao;sen alum. IS 9I:! . . ophomore Tim Duggan . a Triton
Comrmmit) olle~e tran~fer. has hcen the
Panther~ · top gun nt 167 pound · and ha. w~tied hi~ way to an - 15 rc ord.
See STRINGER page IO

